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Abstract 
Electrotribological and arc erosion behavior of Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite 
was investigated in terms of coefficient of friction, interfacial resistance, bulk 
temperature, and wear rate as a function of normal pressure, sliding speed, and electrical 
current. Microstructural change due to electrical sliding was studied to understand wear 
mechanisms. Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite was selected in this research because it 
exhibits an excellent combination of mechanical strength and electrical/thermal 
conductivity. 
It was found that the average coefficient of friction decreased with increasing 
electrical current under dry electrical sliding. The average coefficient of friction was 
lower under lubricated electrical sliding than that under dry electrical sliding, but it 
increased with increasing electrical current. There are no significant effects of normal 
pressure and sliding speed on coefficient of friction under dry electrical sliding. Under 
lubricated electrical sliding, the coefficient of friction decreased with increasing normal 
pressure, but it did not change significantly with sliding speed. 
Both static and dynamic interfacial resistance decreased slightly with increasing 
normal pressure and the dynamic interfacial contact resistance decreased with increasing 
electrical current. The openness of circuit decreased with increasing normal pressure, 
increased with increasing sliding speed, and electrical current. The bulk temperature 
increased with increasing electrical current for both dry and lubricated electrical sliding. 
The non-electrical wear rate of the composite increased with increasing normal 
pressure and decreased with increasing sliding speed. The electrical wear rate decreased 
with increasing electrical current under dry electrical sliding, whereas the wear rate 
increased with increasing electrical current under lubricated electrical sliding. The 
11 
effects of normal pressure and sliding speed on the wear rate of the composite under both 
dry and lubricated electrical sliding are dependent upon the level of electrical current. 
The sliding-induced subsurface deformation occurred not only in the sliding 
direction but also in the lateral directions perpendicular to the sliding direction. The 
complex deformation mode was revealed clearly by the morphological change of the 
ribbon-like filaments. The thickness of the subsurface deformation layer increased with 
increasing normal pressure and sliding speed under dry non-electrical sliding. The 
thickness of the subsurface deformation layer decreased with increasing electrical current 
under dry electrical sliding, whereas the thickness increased with increasing electrical 
current under lubricated electrical sliding. A hardened surface layer and less damage on 
the subsurface layer were accounted for reduction in wear rate as electrical current was 
applied. 
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CHAPTERl 
Introduction 
The efficient utilization of energy and increasing operational velocity of electrical 
machines demand that electrical contact materials have superior resistance to wear and 
arc erosion. Homopolar machines, for example, which were developed for efficient 
propellers of large ships and for pulsed power applications, operate at a linear sliding 
speed up to 200 m s-1 and an electrical current density of 20 MA m-2 (McNab, 1980; 
Persad et al., 1990). The high speed and high electrical current density cause severe wear 
and arc erosion on conventional electrical contact materials. New electrical contact 
materials are being developed to meet the challenges under these severe operating 
conditions. 
Among the new materials for electrical contact applications, copper-refractory in 
situ composites are promising because of their superior combination of high mechanical 
strength and high electrical/thermal conductivity (Verhoeven et al., 1990). Cu-
15vol. %Cr in situ composite was selected in this research, not only because it exhibits an 
excellent combination of high strength and high electrical/thermal conductivity, but also 
because Cr offers such features as lower cost, better corrosion resistance, and higher 
modulus of elasticity than other refractory elements. A fundamental understanding of 
electrical sliding behavior and arc erosion of the composite will facilitate the material 
development and tribological applications. 
1.1 Statement of the Research 
Electrotribological and arc erosion behavior of Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite 
was investigated in terms of coefficient of friction, wear rate, and bulk temperature as a 
function of normal pressure, sliding speed, and electrical current. The micro structural 
change due to electro-mechanical sliding was studied to understand wear mechanisms. 
Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite was selected in this research because it exhibits an 
excellent combination of mechanical strength and electrical/thermal conductivity. 
1.2 Significance of the Research 
Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite was developed as promising electrical contact 
materials to meet the challenges of their severe operating conditions in electrical 
machines of high speed and high current. The composite has superior properties in terms 
of mechanical strength and electrical conductivity. A fundamental understanding of its 
electrotribological and arc erosion behavior will facilitate the material development and 
promote its tribological applications such as vehicle propulsion, inertial storage pulsed 
power generators, and electromagnetic projectile launchers. 
1.3 Assumptions 
Wear behavior of Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite can be investigated by a pin-
on-disk tester. 
Wear behavior of Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite is correlated to normal 
pressure, sliding speed, and electrical current. 
2 
Wear mechanisms can be understood by analyzing coefficient of friction, bulk 
temperature rise, wear rate, and microstructural change. 
1.4 Limitations 
The following factors which may influence tribological behavior of Cu-
l 5vol. %Cr in situ composite are not controlled and the findings of the study were limited 
by the following parameters. 
Room temperature and relative humidity may change during study. 
Property uniformity of copper-refractory in situ composite and steel disk may 
vary. 
1.5 Delimitations 
The study was delimitated by the following parameters. 
Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite was used as sliding pin, with a cross-section area 
of 15.7 mm2 and a hardness of74 RB. 
AISI 52100 steel was used as disk that had hardness between 58.5 and 62 RC 
after heat treatment. 
Surface finish was determined by surface grinding for the steel disks and by 
grinding on Carbimet® papers up to grit 600 in running water for the composite pins. 
Normal pressure was in the range of 0.06 - 0.75 MPa. 
Sliding speed varied from 2.32 to 5.56 m s-1. 
Electrical current was between 0 and 50 A while pin was connected as cathode. 
3 
SAE 10 motor oil was used as a lubricant. 
Total testing length was 60 min. 
1.6 Hypothesis 
Normal pressure, sliding speed, electrical current density, and lubrication can 
significantly affect electrotribological behavior in terms of coefficient of friction, wear 
rate, and bulk temperature. 
1. 7 Definitions 
Arc erosion: Damage to the surfaces of electrical contacts where a narrow gap 
exists and electrical discharge occurs. Arc erosion usually results in high temperature 
and local melting of electrical contacts. 
Bulk temperature: An average temperature of a sliding pin caused by friction 
heating and/or joule heating during electrical sliding. 
Coefficient of friction: The ratio of friction force, F, to the normal load, N, 
pressing the two bodies together. It refers to dynamic coefficient of friction when sliding 
1s m process. 
Cu-1 Svol. %Cr in situ composite: A metallic matrix composite, made by casting 
followed by extensive cold deformation. The composite has an excellent combination of 
high mechanical strength and electrical/thermal conductivity. 
Filaments/Ribbons: Interchangeable terms used for the Cr phase in the Cu-Cr in 
situ composite. 
4 
Normal pressure: A normal load per unit contact area of a sliding pin. 
Plastic deformation: A permanent deformation caused by dislocation movement. 
Sliding speed: Relative speed of a sliding pin against a disk. 
Thickness of subsurface deformation layer: A thickness measured on a worn 
specimen, including plastic deformation zone, refined zone and surface film. 
Wear: Damage to a surface as a result of relative motion with respect to another 
substance. Materials are either removed as wear debris or deformed on the surface and 
subsurface. 
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CHAPTER2 
Literature Review 
A composite is a material having two or more distinct constituents, i.e., its matrix 
and reinforcements. Composites can be classified into ceramic, metallic and polymeric 
matrix composites. Metal matrix composites are completely new materials that have only 
been developed since 1960's (Matthews & Rawlings, 1994). 
Metal matrix composites, with other advanced composites, offer the capability of 
tailoring the properties of materials to meet the requirements of a design. By selectively 
adding reinforcements to a metal matrix, such properties as strength, stiffness, thermal 
expansion, wear resistance, and electrical conductivity can be adjusted and improved. 
Reinforcements may be continuous or discontinuous fibers, particles or whiskers. 
Metallic reinforcements are used when compatibility between a matrix and a 
reinforcement and processing costs become a main concern. 
Although metallic matrix composites are still in their initial stage of development 
and some phenomena involved remain unknown, they are widely used in such products 
as automobiles, airplanes, and sporting goods. Because composites can be tailored to 
specific property requirements, new application doors will continue to open. 
2.1 Cu-Refractory in situ Composites 
A composite is known as in situ composite if its morphology is directly produced 
during the manufacturing (Courtney, 1991). The heavily deformed in situ composites 
can be prepared by means of powder metallurgy (Pourrahimi, Nayeb-Hashemi, & Foner, 
6 
1992) or by quenching a liquid solution (Verhoeven, Gibson, Schmidt, & Finnemore, 
1980). Verhoeven et al. reported two techniques, chill casting and consumable arc 
melting, for preparing Cu-Nb ingots. 
Several mutually soluble systems such as Cu-Fe, Ag-Fe, and Ag-28.2wt.%Cu 
(Frommeyer & Wassermann, 1975) in situ composite wires were first investigated in 
Germany by means of extensive cold deformation with a reduction of cross-section up to 
99.999%. It was found that the average diameter of metal fibers decreased with 
increasing reduction of cross-section and the tensile strength of these composite wires 
were well above the values predicted by the rule of mixture. Very fine metal fibers 
(12.5 nm) resulted from an area reduction of99.995%. 
Cu-Nb system was first studied as an A-15 superconducting wire because of 
superconductivity of Nb3Sn-Cu and for its anomalous increase in strength (Bevk, 
Harbison, & Bell, 1978; Renaud, Gregory, & Wong, 1988). Because Nb has a very low 
solid solubility in the Cu matrix at room temperature (ASM, 1992), the microstructure of 
the Cu-Nb in situ composite consists of pure Nb filaments and nearly pure Cu matrix. 
Bevk et al. reported that the ultimate strength of most highly reduced wires was 
comparable to the estimated theoretical strength of the material and was as high as that of 
the Cu whisker, retaining high electrical/thermal conductivity (60% of pure copper). An 
excellent combination of mechanical strength and electrical/thermal conductivity from 
those in situ composites can be reached by the extensive cold deformation technique. 
Renaud et al. reported that a new world record for the highest magnetic field ever 
generated by a wire wound solenoid of 68.4 T was made possible with Cu-18Nb in situ 
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composite wires. 
Since then, Cu-Nb in situ composites have attracted many research efforts 
because of the resultant superior combination of electrical/thermal conductivity and 
mechanical strength (Spitzig & Krotz, 1987; Spitzig, Pelton, & Laabs, 1987; Verhoeven, 
Spitzig, Schmidt, Krotz, & Gibson, 1989; Trybus & Spitzig, 1989; Chumbley, Downing, 
Spitzig, & Verhoeven, 1989; Spitzig & Reed, 1989; Verhoeven et al., 1990; Verhoeven, 
Chumbley, Laabs, & Spitzig, 1991; Spitzig, Downing, Laabs, Gibson, & Verhoeven, 
1993 ). Research was concentrated on mechanical properties, micro structure, and 
strengthening mechanisms. Emissivity of etched Cu-Nb in situ alloys (Downing, 
Verhoeven, & Gibson, 1987) and rolling texture (Raabe, Ball, & Gottstein, 1992) were 
studied. 
In spite of the brittle nature of pure Cr at room temperature, the remarkable 
malleability of the isolated Cr phase in a Cu-17vol. %Cr alloy drawn into long filaments 
was first demonstrated (Funkenbusch, Courtney, & Kubisch, 1984; Funkenbusch & 
Courtney, 1985). Through appropriate control of the initial micro structure, the cast alloy 
could be drawn to a true strain of6.3. The tensile strength of the Cu-17vol.%Cr in situ 
composite increased with increasing true drawing strain, reaching 840 MPa at a true 
drawing strain of 6.3 (Funkenbusch & Courtney), which was well above that predicted by 
the rule of mixtures. 
The other reason of developing Cu-Cr deformation-processed in situ composite is 
that Cr offers lower cost, better corrosion resistance, and higher modulus of elasticity 
than Nb. Because Cu-15vol.%Cr alloy exhibited similar deformation characteristics as 
8 
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Cu-Nb (Verhoeven et al., 1990) and the strength of the composite was shown to increase 
with modulus of constituent, Spitzig et al. (1987) expected that Cr would produce higher 
strength at a given deformation strain. 
Kim (1993) studied a Cu-7vol. %Cr in situ composite. A combination of a 
strength of925 :MPa and an electrical conductivity of 71.8 % IACS (International 
Annealed Copper Standard) was achieved. Annealing remarkably influenced the 
microstructure and the mechanical properties of a heavily deformed Cu-15vol. %Cr 
microcomposite sheet (Hardwick, Rhodes & Fritzemeier, 1993). Extensive 
spheroidization of the Cr ribbons occurred after annealing for ten hours at 650 °C. As a 
result, the yield strength was reduced by 55% and the ductility increased. 
Systems other than Cu-Nb/Cr were also investigated, including Ni-W, Cu-Mo 
(Funkenbusch et al., 1984), Cu-Ta (Spitzig & Krotz, 1988), Cu-Fe (Verhoeven, Chueh, & 
Gibson, 1989). 
2.2 Tribological Behavior of Metal-Matrix Composites 
Friction and wear behavior of metal-matrix composites has attracted considerable 
interest. Most of the composites are reinforced with nonmetallic fibers, particles or 
whiskers (Rohatgi, Liu, & Ray, 1993). No investigation of friction and wear behavior of 
Cu-Cr in situ composites is available. Some studies have been conducted for friction and 
wear behavior of Cu-Nb in situ composites. 
Liu, Bahadur and Verhoeven (1993b) studied the effects ofNb composition and 
true deformation strain on coefficient of friction and wear rate. A Cu-Nb in situ 
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composite pin was slid against a hardened 02 tool steel disk at sliding speeds from 0.028 
to 2.5 m s-1 and under a normal pressure of 0.68 MPa. It was found that Cu-20vol.%Nb 
showed the best wear resistance. Increasing true deformation strain resulted in increased 
tensile strength and coefficient of friction, and decreased wear rate. The tribological 
behavior of the Cu-20vol. %Nb in situ composite was investigated in terms of sliding-
induced plastic deformation flow, effects of Nb filament orientation, sliding speed and 
annealing temperature (Liu, Bahadur, & Verhoeven, 1993a). The wear rate of the 
specimen with Nb filaments perpendicular to the sliding direction was lower than that 
with Nb filaments parallel to the sliding direction, which indicated that this in situ 
composite had an anisotropic wear resistance as modeled by Hombogen (1985). With 
increased annealing temperature, the hardness of the composite decreased, and both the 
coefficient of friction and the wear rate increased. It was found that both the Cu matrix 
and Nb filaments underwent sliding-induced deformation with no loss of bonding 
between the Nb filaments and the Cu matrix. Increasing sliding speed resulted in a lower 
wear rate, which was ascribed to oxidation and work hardening. 
Nayeb-Hashemi and Lee (1993) investigated the friction and wear behavior of 
powder metallurgical Cu-Nb microcomposite rubbing against grey cast iron of hardness 
92 RB. They found that the wear rate increased drastically with sliding speed and the 
coefficient of friction was independent of fiber orientations. 
2.3 Electrical Sliding Behavior 
Johnson and Schreurs (1982) studied contact resistance using a probe embedded 
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in the brush approximately 1. 6 mm from the sliding surface and they claimed in this way 
only constriction resistance was included. They found that the contact resistance varied 
considerably for a given brush polarity and current density. Contact resistance at the 
anode brush was higher than that at the cathode brush. With increasing current density, 
contact resistance first increased, then decreased, and increased to dusting. Contact 
resistance at the cathode brush remained virtually constant but the contact resistance at 
the anode brush increased with time. When the polarity was reversed, the new cathode 
resistance initially dropped rapidly and then decreased more slowly to a value close to 
that of the original cathode. At the new anode, the contact resistance rose slowly, which 
was similar to the increase observed at the original anode brush. When current density 
increased, the coefficient of friction decreased and the wear rate increased. 
Myshkin and Konchits (1992) studied self-lubricating composites for current 
collection and wear resistance. The composites of metal-graphite, carbon-graphite, and 
electrographite were made by powder metallurgy. The brush noise and the brush friction 
against the collector decreased with increasing electrical current for the traditional 
electrobrush materials. For metallic brush there is no such "current lubrication". 
Donaldson, Lehr, and Christiansen (1988) studied switches sustaining current 
densities of 10 GA m-2. Electrode erosion was expressed as v. s kv Vv +k1 V1 , where 
subscripts v and 1 represent vapor and liquid, respectively. Coefficients kv and k1 have 
been shown to be a function of the high temperature strength of the material, and/or the 
ability of the two constituent materials to retain the lower melting point material in the 
liquid state until evaporation occurs. The volumes Vv and V1 were determined as a 
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function of the arc current by solving the heat conducting equation. They stated that Cu-
Nb in situ composites and the addition of the LaB6 might yield improved contact 
performance and lower arc erosion. 
Liu, Bahadur, and Verhoeven (1994) studied the friction and wear behavior of 
Cu-Nb in situ composites when electrical current was passed between the sliding 
interface. The effects of Nb proportion, electrical current density, sliding speed, and Nb 
filament orientation on friction and wear behavior were investigated. It was found that 
both the coefficient of friction and the wear rate decreased at higher sliding speed when 
an electrical load was applied. In addition, the temperature rise in electrical sliding 
contact from electrical Joule heating helped the formation of surface oxide film. 
Temperature rise may be symmetric, i.e., maximum temperature occurs in the 
interface, or asymmetric, i.e.,maximum temperature may occur in brush ifit has low 
electrical and thermal conductivity (McNab, 1980). Temperature rise due to friction is 
proportional to the coefficient of friction, the normal force, and the relative speed. The 
coefficient of friction is determined by both solid and adsorbed films. 
Schreurs, Johnson, and McNab (1980) used low energy electron diffraction to 
investigate surface film within one to ten atomic layers of the gas-solid interface. The 
silver-graphite brush was slid against a Cu slip ring of machined surface at 13 m s·1 under 
0.75 MA m·2 current density, C02 atmosphere with 0.01 molecular percent H2, with 
added water vapor to a dew point of 20 °C. The friction, wear, and electrical properties 
of the sliding system are controlled by the thin film, surface microtopography, hardness, 
applied force on the sliding members, the cohesive forces between the two metals in 
contact, and the relative strength of the interfaces in the brush and slip ring. 
Lubricants were applied in electrical sliding contacts for smooth operation, 
reduced friction and noise, and prolonged service (Okada, Baba, & Yoshida, 1989; 
Lysonski et al., 1990). Lysonski et al. found a family of halogenated aryl ester fluids 
could provide significantly reduced friction and wear on sliding gold electrical contacts. 
These halogenated aryl esters could be effectively used either as pure lubricant or as 
additives and are soluble in most fluorocarbons and halocarbons. 
Okada et al. ( 1989) tested a combination of silicon oil and Vaseline with ultra 
fine Ag-30%Pd alloy powders for copper brushes on a flat 18-8 stainless steel slip ring. 
It was found that contact resistance for the sliding brush would become larger than that 
for the stationary brush when a film of lubricant separated the brush and the ring. When 
real contact occurred, contact resistance decreased with increasing load and increased 
with increasing current. 
Sliding contact and arcing characteristics of brass against a steel disk were 
studied using an instrumentation capable of detecting circuit openness and arcing 
(Fujiwara, Tsukamoto, & Azakami, 1990). It was found that the frequency of openness 
for sliding contact increased with increased sliding speed and decreased with increased 
current. However, the frequency of arcing for sliding contact increased with increased 
sliding speed and current. 
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CHAPTER3 
Methodology 
3 .1 Materials 
A Cu-15vol. %Cr alloy ingot was first smelted by the vacuum induction melting 
method, then cast to make an electrode for the subsequent consumable electrode arc 
melting to obtain uniform and fine Cr dendrites in the Cu matrix. The deformation 
process started with the hot extrusion of an ingot of 101. 6 mm in diameter into a rod of 
50.8 mm in diameter. The rod was rolled into a plate of 12.7 mm thick and finally into a 
sheet of 1.59 mm thick. The true deformation strain was 5.4 or the area reduction rate 
99.5% for the Cu-15vol.%Cr. 
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The Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite sheet thus processed had a microstructure of 
ribbon-like Cr filaments aligned in the rolling direction. The definition of the composite 
specimen sections and the relationship between the rolling direction and the sliding 
direction are illustrated in Fig. 1. 
Face Section 
Sliding Direction 
• 
Transverse Section 
Rolling Direction 
Longitudinal Section 
Figure 1. Schematic diagram of nomenclature definition for specimen sections, rolling 
direction and sliding direction. 
3.2 Wear Tests 
Sliding tests were performed on a pin-on-disk wear tester, with a Cu-15vol. %Cr 
in situ composite pin rubbing against a hardened AISI 52100 steel disk. The tests were 
classified into three modes, as listed in Table 1. In mode I, a composite pin was slid 
under dry non-electrical sliding and weighed every five minutes with total sliding time of 
60 min. In mode II, a composite pin was slid continuously for 60 min under dry 
conditions with electricity applied across the sliding interface between the composite pin 
and the steel disk. After the sliding test of 60 min was completed, the specimen was 
weighed. In mode III, a lubricant was added in the electrical sliding. 
15 
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Table I 
Three Sliding Modes Used in this Research 
Mode Timing Electricity Lubrication 
I: Dry non-electrical sliding 5 min interval, total 60 min No No 
II: Dry electrical sliding 60 min continuously Yes No 
III: Lubricated electrical 60 min continuously Yes Yes 
sliding 
The pins were cut from a heavily deformed Cu-15vol. %Cr sheet and had a 
rectangular transverse section of 1.57 x 10 mm. During a wear test, the ten-millimeter 
length of the specimen was in the sliding direction and the Cr filaments perpendicular to 
the sliding interface. The steel disk was austenitized at 843 °C for 30 min, oil quenched, 
and tempered at 150 °C for 60 min. The hardness of the disk was 60 RC. The hardness 
for the Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite pins was 74 RB. 
A modified pin-on-disk wear tester was used for the electrical sliding tests under 
lubricated conditions. Figure 2 shows the main part of the wear tester. About ten 
milliliters of non-detergent motor oil (SAE 10) were used as a lubricant. The oil bath 
was rotated with the disk and the lubricant was kept by a plastic cover and seal rubber. 
Before a sliding test, the composite pin was ground on a Carbimet® paper to grit 
600 on a Handimet® grinder in running water, and then cleaned in methyl alcohol for five 
minutes using an ultrasonic cleaner. The disks with surface roughness (Ra) of 0.20 µm 
were cleaned with methyl alcohol. The composite pin was weighed every five minutes 
for mode I or 60 min for other two modes with an accuracy of 10-7 N. The sliding speed 
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varied from 2.78 to 6.49 m s-1 and the normal pressure varied from 0.06 to 0.72 MPa. 
The pin holding arm was free to rotate in both vertical and sliding directions to 
facilitate friction force measurement. The pin holder was connected by flexible nylon 
lines with a full bridge thin-beam load cell. To measure the temperature on the 
composite pin, a thermocouple was inserted in a hole of0.7 mm in diameter in the 
composite pin and located 1. 5 mm above the sliding interface. 
An electrical current from a DC power source in constant current mode was 
applied across the sliding interface between a composite pin and a steel disk. The 
composite pin was connected as the cathode and the disk as the anode. The electrical 
current varied between 0 and 50 A and the maximum voltage was controlled at 12 V for 
the dry electrical sliding and 4.5 V for the lubricated electrical sliding. 
Electrical current Ooc) flowing through the interface was measured using a shunt 
resistor of0.25 mn (50 mV at 200 A). By measuring the voltage across the shunt 
V (mV) 
resistor, the electrical current was calculated by the formula, I oc - shunt . Contact 
0.25 
behavior was studied by means of openness of circuit defined as a status when the 
interfacial voltage was higher than 3. 5 V. One openness of circuit lasted 1/2000 s or 
0.5 µs. Percentage of circuit openness was used in the final presentation. 
3. 3 Data Acquisition and Analysis 
Two data acquisition systems were used in this research. One consisted of an 
eight-channel interface (ADC 1556E-8D) and a 286 personal computer. Because the 
scanning rate of the system was relatively slow, it was mainly used for sliding mode I and 
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II. Through the eight-channel interface, coefficient of friction and bulk temperature were 
recorded in the microcomputer every four seconds. Data from the eight-channel 
interface needed to be transformed into the format that could be used by a software 
(PSIPLOT) for further analysis. 
The other data acquisition system had a scanning rate as high as 20,000 scans per 
second for each channel. The schematic for the system is shown in Fig. 3, which was 
used for acquiring data for sliding mode III to investigate sliding contact characteristics. 
All four parameters, i.e., friction force, bulk temperature, electrical current, and interface 
voltage were measured, processed, and recorded by the microcomputer and Lab View 
program. A scanning rate of2000 scans per second was used for each channel. To 
reduce noise, an average of 1000 measuring points was used to represent a datum point. 
Totally, 7200 data points were recorded for each parameter in each test. 
Microhardness was measured with Micromet® 200 I microhardness tester, using 
Vickers indenter under a load of 0. 098 N and for a dwell time of ten seconds. Surface 
roughness (Ra) was measured with Surfcom 120A, using the following parameters: 
Stylus 
Vertical magnification (Vv) 
Horizontal magnification (Vh) 
Measuring length (L) 
Cutoff value () .. c) 
01 
4000 
20 
4mm 
0.8mm 
SCXI 1180 
Feedthrough 
Panel 
SCXI 1302 
Terminal Block 
Cable Adapter 
1 
SCXI 1000 
Chassis 
Jl 
1' 
SCXI 1121 
Signal 
Conditioner 
h 
' . 
SCXI 1321 
Tem1inal Block 
Jl 
Signals (TC, 
Load Cell, V, I) 
Figure 3. Data acquisition system. 
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CHAPTER4 
Presentation and Interpretation of Data 
4.1 Dry Non-Electrical Sliding ofCu-15vol.%Cr (Mode I) 
4.1.1 Effect ofNormal Pressure on Wear 
The variation of volume loss of the Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite with sliding 
distance at a sliding speed of 3. 70 m s-1 is shown in Fig. 4. The volume loss increased 
with increasing sliding distance, with a rapid increase during the running-in stage and an 
almost linear increase in the following steady-state stage. Under a normal pressure of 
0.44 MPa, the total volume loss was much greater than that under lower normal 
pressures. 
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Figure 4. Variation of composite volume loss with sliding distance for dry non-electrical 
sliding at a speed of 3. 70 m s-1. 
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Wear rate is defined as total volume loss per sliding distance (Rigney, 1988). The 
variation of the wear rate with sliding time is illustrated in Fig. 5. The wear rate 
decreased with sliding time, approaching a steady state. It may be seen in Figs. 4 and 5 
that increasing the pressure from 0.31 to 0.44 MPa produced a sharp increase in the wear 
rate. This transition is illustrated clearly in Fig. 6 that plots the wear rate as a function of 
normal pressure. It is seen that a sharp transition from a mild wear to a severe wear 
occurred when the pressure increased from 0.31 to 0.44 MPa. These data show that the 
material should be maintained at a normal pressure below 0. 44 MP a to avoid severe wear 
while sliding at a speed of 3. 7 m s·1 under dry non-electrical sliding. 
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Figure 5. Variation of wear rate of the composite with sliding time for dry non-electrical 
sliding at a speed of 3. 70 m s·1. 
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Figure 6. Variation of wear rate with normal pressure for the Cu-1 Svol. %Cr composite 
slid at a sliding speed of 3. 70 m s-1 under dry non-electrical sliding. 
4.1.2 Effect of Sliding Speed on Wear 
The change of the wear rate with sliding time under a normal pressure of 0.31 
11.Pa is shown in Fig. 7 for various sliding speeds. The wear rate decreased with sliding 
time at all sliding speeds. In general, a higher sliding speed was related to a lower wear 
rate. Figure 8 shows the variation of the wear rate with sliding speed under a normal 
pressure of 0.3111.Pa. The wear rate decreased with increased sliding speed, but it 
tended to level off at a sliding speed of 4.63 m s-1. 
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Figure 7. Variation of wear rate of the composite with sliding time under a normal 
pressure of 0.31 MPa for dry non-electrical sliding. 
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4 .1. 3 Micro structural Change Due to Sliding 
The microstructure of the Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite before sliding is shown 
in Fig. 9. Figure 9 (a) was taken on the face section, Fig. 9 (b) on the longitudinal 
section, and Fig. 9 ( c) on the transverse section. The Cr filaments, with variable cross 
sections, align in the rolling direction. Figure 9 (b) illustrates that some Cr filaments 
with coarse knots are present in the longitudinal section. That is, Cr dendrites were not 
uniformly deformed into thin ribbons. Some Cr particles can also be seen as spherical 
precipitates in the Cu matrix. 
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Figure 9. Micro structure of as-processed the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite. (a) face 
section; (b) longitudinal section; ( c) transverse section. 
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By studying the change in the Cr filament alignment near the worn surface, it was 
possible to evaluate the nature of the deformation layer produced at the surface. 
Figure 10 illustrates an ideal deformation pattern caused by sliding, which could be 
depicted by the change in the Cr filaments. The deformation layer had a maximum 
thickness at the faces of the pin, and the layer thickness decreased symmetrically toward 
Lateral 
Direction 
Clockwise 
Twist of Cr 
filament 
Tran1vene 1ectlon 
(Wear Surface) 
SUdln1 
Direction 
Counter-clock 
"-+"'-".,__-.-___,-.....,--wise Twist of 
Cr filament 
Figure 10. Schematic of subsurface plastic deformation pattern of the Cu-15vol. %Cr 
composite due to sliding. 
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the centerline (C.L.) of the pin, which could be expected from simple contact mechanics 
since a flat punch had maximum stresses at the edges. Figure 11 shows the face section 
micro structure of the composite below the worn surface after sliding under a normal 
pressure of0.06 or 0.44 MPa and at a speed of3.70 m s·1. No debonding occurred 
between the Cu matrix and the Cr filaments. The sliding-induced plastic deformation 
layer was revealed by the change in alignment of the Cr filaments. Under a lower normal 
pressure, most of the Cr filaments were bent in the sliding direction, as shown in 
Fig. 1 l(a). Under a higher normal pressure, however, Cr filament refinement was seen as 
a major characteristic (Fig. 11 (b )). 
Figure 11. Micro structural change of the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite pin after 
sliding against a hardened AISI 52100 disk at a speed of 3. 70 m s·1 for 60 min under dry 
non-electrical sliding. (a )under a normal pressure of 0. 06 MP a; (b) under a normal 
pressure of 0.44 MPa. The arrow indicates the sliding direction. 
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In addition to producing a flow in the sliding direction within the deformation 
layer, the sliding force also produced a flow in the lateral directions defined on Fig. 10. 
This flow was revealed by twisting of the filaments demonstrated in Fig. 12. 
Figure 12(a) was taken on the face section and Fig. 12 (b) on the longitudinal section. 
The sliding direction in Fig. 12 (a) was from the left to the right, as shown by the arrow, 
whereas the sliding direction in Fig. 12 (b) was from the page toward the reader. The 
two micrographs in Fig. 12 were matched along the edge located at the upper left corner 
of Fig. 10. The magnification is so high that only the sliding affected layer appears in the 
micrographs, and that Fig. 12 (a) corresponds to the lower portion of Fig. 11 (b). 
Figure 12 (b) illustrates the twisting action produced by the flow in the lateral direction. 
As shown in Fig. 10 the lateral flow produced a twisting action in opposite directions on 
Figure 12. Matched micrographs of the Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite pin, after dry 
non-electrical sliding for 60 min at a speed of 3. 7 m s-1 and under a normal pressure of 
0.31 MPa. (a) face section; (b) longitudinal section. The arrow indicates the sliding 
direction. 
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the two sides of the rectangularly shaped pin, a clockwise rotation near the left face and a 
counter clockwise rotation near the right face. Figure 13 presents a model of the shape 
change involved in Cr filaments. The filaments were elongated along the sliding 
direction while they were twisted in the lateral directions. 
after wear test 
Transverse section 
before wear test 
.---er Filament 
before sliding 
Sliding Direction 
~Cr filament 
after sliding 
Lateral Direction 
Figure 13. Schematic model of spatial shape change in the ribbon-like Cr filament during 
sliding wear process. 
4 .1. 4 Thickness of Subsurface Layer 
The thickness of the subsurface deformation layer was defined as the distance 
from the zone of unchanged microstructure to the worn surface on the face section, as 
shown in Fig 11 (b ). Figure 14 shows the variation of the thickness of the subsurface 
deformation layer with normal pressure for the composite slid at a speed of 3. 7 m s·1. 
The thickness data were an average over 18 equally-spaced measurements along the 
entire contact length of the pin in the sliding direction. It is noted that the thickness 
increased from 52 µm to 246 µm, when normal pressure increased from 0.06 to 
0.44 MPa. 
The variation of the thickness of the subsurface deformation layer with sliding 
speed for the composite slid under a normal pressure of 0. 31 MP a is shown in Fig. 15. 
The thickness of the subsurface deformation layer increased linearly with sliding speed. 
At a sliding speed of 2. 78 m s·1, the thickness of the subsurface deformation layer was 
159 µm, and at a sliding speed of 5.56 m s·1, the thickness was 309 µm. 
According to Figs. 14 and 15, it can be seen that both increased pressure and 
sliding speed increased the thickness of the subsurface deformation layer. The 
subsurface deformation layer was caused by shear stress due to friction when the 
composite pin slid against the hardened steel disk. Increasing normal pressure would 
cause more asperities of the composite to contact with those of the disk and therefore 
increase the friction force. This increased the asperity stress that caused a larger extent 
of plastic deformation. 
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4.1.5 Wear Mechanism ofNon-Electrical Sliding 
The Cr filaments demonstrated good strain compatibility with the Cu matrix 
during the fabrication of the composite. It is not surprising, therefore, that the composite 
displayed a good strain compatibility between its constituents during sliding and that no 
debonding was observed between the Cr filaments and the Cu matrix. This sliding-
induced deformation found in the Cu-Cr system was similar to that found in the Cu-Nb 
system (Chen, Liu, Verhoeven & Gibson, 1995). 
The slip mechanism of the lateral twist can be explained with the favored crystal 
slip systems depicted in Fig. 16. Since the ribbon-like Cr filaments were embedded in 
the softer Cu matrix, plastic deformation of the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite was 
controlled by the deformation mode of the harder Cr filaments. According to Hardwick 
et al. (1991), a texture was developed in the Cr filaments because of the heavy 
deformation processing. The main rolling texture for the body-centered cubic Cr could 
be identified as (001)[110]. The (110) crystal plane of the Cr filaments lay in the sliding 
surface, and the crystal directions [ 1l1] and [1111 were 45° with the sliding direction. 
Therefore, both (110) [1l1] and (110) [1111 slip systems could be easily activated 
during sliding. Slip motion 45° away from the sliding direction in the Cr filaments could 
account for both elongation in the sliding direction and twist in the lateral directions. 
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(110) 
Sliding Direction 
Figure 16. Schematic crystal deformation model for the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite. 
As illustrated by comparing Fig. 11 (a) with Fig. 11 (b ), the subsurface 
deformation layer was less extensive under a lower normal pressure than under a higher 
normal pressure. It appears that Fig. 11 (a) showed the beginning of plastic deformation 
of Cr filaments, while in Fig 11 (b) the plastic deformation of Cr filaments was well 
developed both in the sliding direction and in the lateral directions. The figures confirm 
that increasing normal pressure causes more plastic deformation in the contact subsurface 
region. The SEM micrograph of the worn surface shown in Fig. 17 also reveals the 
plastic deformation flow on the worn surface. This surface deformation flow was 
affected by wear debris and transferred material. Figure 18 shows a micrograph of the 
composite microstructure located just below the worn surface. The specimen was 
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Figure 17. SEM micrograph revealed plastic deformation flow, after dry non-electrical 
sliding for 30 min at a speed of 3. 7 m s·1 and under a normal pressure of 0.31 MPa. The 
arrow indicates the sliding direction. 
sectioned slightly below but parallel to the worn surface. The central black region 
indicates the presence of a wear debris, back-transferred material and oxide, on the 
surface. The orientation of the Cr filaments clearly shows that the surface deformation 
flow was affected by the transferred material. 
Figure 18. Embedded wear debris inhibited the plastic deformation flow. The arrow 
indicates the sliding direction. 
The complex flow pattern in the deformation layer revealed by the change in 
orientation of the Cr filaments is quite interesting. According to contact mechanics, 
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apparently flow in the direction of the applied force on the worn surface is a maximum at 
the faces of the pin and decreases to a minimum at the center of the pin. Because the 
broad faces of the Cr filaments are aligned parallel to the pin faces the bending moment 
inertia of the filaments in the applied force direction is much higher than it would be 
perpendicular to this direction. It seems likely, therefore, that the twisting of the 
filaments occurs because bending in the lateral directions requires a very low stress. 
Therefore, one would predict that the wear resistance of the composite would be better 
for sliding directions parallel to the faces of the composite, as studied here, compared to 
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the orthogonal lateral direction. 
During sliding, material transfer was an important factor that affected the dry 
sliding behavior of the studied tribosystem. Figure 19 shows the original disk surface 
morphology and the composite transfer films on the disk after sliding at a sliding speed of 
3.7 m s-1 and under a normal pressure of0.06 MPa for 60 min. In the orientation where 
the sliding direction was normal to the ground grooves of the disk, the grooves were 
covered by the composite transfer film. In the orientation where the sliding direction was 
parallel to the ground grooves, the transferred film was a little thinner. The ground 
groves on the steel disk were filled with transferred material and smoothed by the sliding 
action. 
Figure 19. Transfer films on the steel disk for dry non-electrical sliding. (a) the original 
disk surface; (b) sliding direction normal to the ground groves and ( c) sliding direction 
parallel to the ground groves of the steel disk, sliding at 3. 70 m s-1 under a normal 
pressure of 0. 06 MP a. The arrow indicates the sliding direction. 
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Figure 19. (Continued) 
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4.2 Dry Electrical Sliding ofCu-15vol.%Cr (Mode II) 
4.2 I Effect of Electrical Current on Coefficient of Friction 
The effect of electrical current on average coefficient of friction under three 
combinations of normal pressure and sliding speed is shown in Fig. 20. The average 
coefficient of friction decreased significantly with increasing electrical current for all 
three conditions. For example, the coefficient of friction decreased from 0. 99 without 
electricity to 0 .49 with an electrical current of 50 A under a normal pressure of 0 .19 MP a 
and at a sliding speed of 3.33 m s·1. The difference in the coefficient of friction among 
three test conditions was marginal. 
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Figure 20. Variation of average coefficient of friction with electrical current for the Cu-
15vol. %Cr under dry electrical sliding. 
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4.2.2 Effects of Electrical Current on Bulk Temperature 
Figure 21 shows the variation of average bulk temperature of the Cu-15vol. %Cr 
pin with electrical current. The tests were performed under a normal pressure of 
0.31 MPa and at a sliding speed of 4.16 m s·1. It is noted that the temperature increased 
slowly under a lower electrical current and increased rapidly in the middle regime of 
electrical current. A maximum temperature of 120 °C was reached with an electrical 
current of 50 A. It was observed that Joule heating by electrical current and arcing made 
a significant contribution to the bulk temperature at higher electrical currents. 
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Figure 21. Variation of average bulk temperature with electrical current for the Cu-
l 5vol. %Cr under dry electrical sliding. 
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At lower electrical currents, both friction and Joule heating contributed to the 
bulk temperature rise. For example, the average coefficient of friction decreased from 
0.88 at 0 A to 0.71at10 A as in Fig. 20. The decrease in the coefficient of friction led to 
a 3 .4 W reduction in frictional heat. On the other hand, it was observed that the electrical 
power consumed at the specimen was about 4 W when a nominal electrical current of 
10 A was applied. Thus, frictional heat decrease and electrical Joule heat increase played 
a nearly equal opposite role in increasing the bulk temperature. This explained the fact 
that the temperature increased only slightly with increasing current at low currents. 
4.2.3 Effect ofElectrical Current on Wear 
Figure 22 shows the variation of wear rate with electrical current under two 
normal pressures and two sliding speeds. It is noted that the wear rate ofCu-15vol.%Cr 
decreased with increasing electrical current. The wear rate under a normal pressure of 
0.31 MPa and at a sliding speed of 4.16 m s-1 showed a steady decreasing trend with 
increasing electrical current and was lowest among three test conditions. At the highest 
current of 50 A, the wear rate reached a minimum for all three test conditions. The wear 
rate at 50 A was approximately ten times lower than that without electricity. 
The difference in the wear rate was larger under a lower electrical current than 
under a higher current. This difference caused by different tribological parameters 
became smaller when the electrical current increased. In other words, effects of normal 
pressure and sliding speed on the wear rate dominated at a lower electrical current level. 
However, at a higher electrical current, effects of normal pressure and sliding speed on 
the wear rate were overwhelmed by that of electrical current. 
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Figure 22. Variation of wear rate with electrical current for the Cu-15vol.%Cr slid under 
dry conditions. 
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4.3 Lubricated Electrical Sliding ofCu-15vol.%Cr (Mode III) 
4 .3 .1 Coefficient of Friction 
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Figure 23 shows the variation in coefficient of friction with normal pressure at a 
sliding speed of 3.87 m s-1 and under electrical currents of 10 and 50 A Under an 
electrical current of 50 A, the coefficient of friction significantly decreased with 
increasing normal pressure. Under an electrical current of I 0 A, however, the coefficient 
of friction slightly decreased with increasing normal pressure. The coefficient of friction 
under an electrical current of 50 A was always higher than that under an electrical current 
of 10 A This behavior is opposite to dry electrical sliding as discussed in 4.2.1 in which 
the coefficient of friction decreased with increasing electrical current. It is noted that the 
coefficient of friction under lubricated conditions was less than 0.24. Compared with the 
coefficient of friction under dry electrical sliding, lubricating oil could significantly 
reduce the coefficient of friction from 0.5 to 0.24. With increasing electrical current, 
lubricating oil was degraded and depleted more quickly due to arcing and temperature 
rise and therefore the coefficient of friction increased. 
Figure 24 shows the variation of coefficient of friction with sliding speed under a 
normal pressure of0.62 MPa and an electrical current of 10 and 50 A The coefficient of 
friction did not change significantly with increasing sliding speed under both electrical 
currents. Moreover, the coefficient of friction under an electrical current of 50 A was 
higher than that under an electrical current of 10 A 
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Figure 23. Variation of coefficient of friction with normal pressure for lubricated 
electrical sliding at a speed of 3.87 m s·1. 
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Figure 24. Variation of coefficient of friction with sliding speed for lubricated electrical 
sliding under a normal pressure of0.62 MPa. 
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Figure 25 shows the variation of coefficient of friction with electrical current 
under a normal pressure of0.62 MPa and at a sliding speed of2.32 and 3.87 m s·1. The 
coefficient of friction increased with increasing electrical current. However, no 
difference in the coefficient of friction between two sliding speeds could be perceived. 
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Figure 25. Variation of coefficient of friction with electrical current for lubricated 
electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. 
4.3.2 Contact Behavior 
4.3.2.1 Static contact resistance 
Static contact resistance was first studied as a function of normal pressure under 
two electrical currents, i.e., 10 and 50 A and under dry and lubricated conditions. 
Figure 26 shows the variation of static contact resistance with normal pressure. The 
static contact resistance decreased slightly with increasing normal pressure due to the 
improved contact. The static contact resistance under an electrical current of 10 A was 
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approximately twice as large as that under an electrical current of 50 A. On the other 
hand, the static contact resistance with lubricant was a little lower than that without oil 
under the same current, except the point tested under a normal pressure of 0 .19 MPa and 
an electrical current of 10 A with oil. 
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Figure 26. Variation of static interfacial resistance with normal pressure for dry and 
lubricated conditions. 
4.3.2.2 Dynamic contact resistance 
The effect of normal pressure on contact resistance at a sliding speed of 3.87 m s-1 
and under electrical currents of 10 and 50 A is shown in Fig. 27. The contact resistance 
under an electrical current of 10 A was higher than that under an electrical current of 
50 A. In both cases, the contact resistance decreased with increasing normal pressure, 
which is similar to the static contact. 
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Figure 27. Variation of dynamic interfacial resistance with normal pressure for lubricated 
electrical sliding at a speed of 3. 87 m s-1. 
The effect of sliding speed on contact resistance under a normal pressure of 
0.62 MPa and electrical currents of 10 and 50 A is shown in Fig. 28. Under an electrical 
current of 10 A, the contact resistance decreased with increasing sliding speed and was 
higher than that under an electrical current of 50 A. On the other hand, the contact 
resistance under an electrical current of 50 A did not significantly change with sliding 
speed. 
Effect of electrical current on contact resistance under a normal pressure of 
0.62 MPa and at a sliding speed of2.32 and 3.87 m s-1 is shown in Fig. 29. In both cases, 
the contact resistance significantly decreased with increasing electrical current. The 
contact resistance at a higher sliding speed (3.87 m s-1) was consistently lower than that at 
a lower sliding speed (2.32 m s-1). 
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Figure 28. Variation of dynamic interfacial resistance with sliding speed for lubricated 
electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. 
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Figure 29. Variation of dynamic interfacial resistance with electrical current for 
lubricated electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. 
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4. 3. 2. 3 Openness of circuit under sliding 
Figure 30 shows the variation of circuit openness with normal pressure for 
lubricated electrical sliding at a speed of 3.87 m s-1. The openness of circuit decreased 
rapidly with increasing normal pressure for both electrical currents. When normal 
pressure increased to 0.30 MPa, the openness of circuit was less than 3%. Further 
increasing normal pressure resulted in the openness of circuit less than 1 %. 
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Figure 3 0. Variation of openness of circuit with normal pressure for lubricated electrical 
sliding at a speed of3.87 m s-1. 
Figure 31 shows the variation of circuit openness with sliding speed for the 
lubricated electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. The openness of 
circuit for both electrical currents was less than 1 %. The openness of circuit increased 
with increasing sliding speed. 
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Figure 32 shows the variation of openness of circuit with electrical current for the 
lubricated electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. The openness of 
circuit increased with increasing electrical current and was less than 1 % for both sliding 
speeds. 
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Figure 32. Variation of circuit openness with electrical current for lubricated sliding 
under a normal pressure of0.62 MPa. 
4.3.3 Bulk Temperature 
The variation of bulk temperature with electrical current for lubricated sliding 
under a normal pressure of0.62 MPa and at a sliding speed of2.32 and 3.87 m s-1 is 
shown in Fig. 33. The bulk temperature increased with increasing electrical current for 
both sliding speeds. 
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Figure 3 3. Variation of bulk temperature with electrical current for lubricated sliding 
under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa. 
As in the dry electrical sliding, the Joule heating was significant in the lubricated 
electrical sliding. The highest bulk temperature was reached under an electrical current 
of 50 A for both sliding speeds. Because the coefficient of friction was significantly 
reduced by lubricant, frictional heating and the shear stress for the subsurface 
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deformation layer decreased. That can partly explain why the bulk temperature under the 
lubricated electrical sliding was lower than that under the dry electrical sliding. 
4.3.4 Wear Rate 
The effect of normal pressure on lubricated sliding wear rate at a sliding speed of 
3.87 m s-1 and under electrical currents of 10 and 50 A is shown in Fig. 34. The wear rate 
under an electrical current of 50 A was much higher than that under an electrical current 
of 10 A. Under an electrical current of 10 A, the wear rate increased slightly with 
increasing normal pressure. Under an electrical current of 50 A, the wear rate first 
decreased with increasing normal pressure up to 0.62 MPa and then increased. 
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Figure 34. Variation of wear rate with normal pressure for lubricated electrical sliding at 
a speed of3.87 m s-1. 
The variation of wear rate with sliding speed under a normal pressure of 
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0.62 MPa and electrical currents of 10 and 50 A is shown in Fig. 35. The wear rate under 
an electrical current of 50 A was much higher than that under an electrical current of 
10 A. Under an electrical current of 10 A, the wear rate decreased with increasing sliding 
speed, while under an electrical current of 50 A, the wear rate decreased first and then 
increased. 
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Figure 35. Variation of wear rate with sliding speed for lubricated electrical sliding under 
a normal pressure of 0. 62 MP a. 
The effect of electrical current on wear rate for lubricated electrical sliding under 
a normal pressure of 0.62 and at a sliding speed of 2.32 and 3.87 m s·1 is shown in Fig. 
36. At both sliding speeds, the wear rate increased with increasing electrical current. 
Under lower electrical current, the wear rate at a sliding speed of 2.32 m s·1 was higher 
than that at a sliding speed of 3.87 ms ·1. However, under higher electrical current, the 
wear rate at a lower sliding speed was lower than that at a higher sliding speed. 
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Figure 36. Variation of wear rate with electrical current for lubricated electrical sliding 
under a normal pressure of 0.62 Mpa. 
4.4 Microstructural Change during Electrical Sliding 
Because of sliding, the composite pin underwent a change in microstructure near 
the worn surface, which is similar to that under the dry non-electrical sliding discussed in 
4.1.3. Figure 37 (a) shows the microstructural change occurred near the worn surface of 
the Cu-15vol.%Cr composite pin after the dry electrical sliding for 60 min under a 
normal pressure of 0.31 MPa, at a speed of 4.16 m s-1, and under an electrical current of 
50 A. A three-layer feature, i.e., refined layer, transition layer, and unchanged area, was 
nearly the same as that for the dry non-electrical sliding. However, a new microstructural 
feature was introduced, i.e., wear particles produced either by the arc melting or by 
asperity cutting were trapped in the refined layer and surface film. Figure 3 7 (b) is an 
enlarged view of Fig. 37 (a) to show this feature in greater detail. Small spherical 
droplets caused by arc melting and wear debris can be observed in the black surface 
layer. 
Figure 3 7 ( c) shows micro structural change occurred near the worn surface after 
lubricated electrical sliding. The composite pin was tested under a normal pressure of 
0.62 :MPa, at a sliding speed of 3.87 m s·1 and under an electrical current of 
50 A. Similar microstructural features, as those observed in the composite tested under 
dry electrical sliding, were observed. Under the lubricated electrical sliding, however, 
the refined layer was much thinner than that under the dry electrical sliding. There was 
not as many trapped wear debris in the refined layer as dry electrical sliding . 
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Figure 37. Face section microstructure of the Cu-15vol.%Cr in situ composite, (a) after 
dry electrical sliding; (b) enlarged view of interfacial micro structure in (a); ( c) after 
lubricated electrical sliding. Arrow shows sliding direction. 
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Figure 37. (Continued) 
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The three-dimensional characteristic of deformed layer and Cr filaments was 
revealed by SEM micrograph in Fig. 38. The specimen was deeply etched to remove the 
Cu matrix. There were a layer with fine Cr filaments, filament bent to the sliding 
direction and twisted, and unchanged Cr filaments. These three features correspond to 
the refined layer, transition layer and unchanged area, respectively. 
Figure 38. SEM micrograph showed three-layer microstructural feature after lubricated 
electrical sliding. The Cu matrix was deeply etched. Arrow shows sliding direction. 
4.4.1 Effect of Electrical Current on Thickness of Subsurface Layer 
The variation of the subsurface deformation layer thickness with electrical current 
is shown in Fig. 39, for dry and lubricated electrical sliding. Under dry electrical sliding, 
the thickness initially increased from 11 7 µm without an electrical load to 125 µm with 
an electrical current of 10 A before it decreased to 55 ~tm with an electrical current of 
50 A 
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Figure 39. Variation of subsurface deformation layer thickness with electrical current for 
the Cu-15vol. %Cr under electrical sliding. 
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Contrary to the dry electrical sliding, the thickness of the subsurface deformation 
layer increased with increasing electrical current under lubricated sliding. The thickness 
of the subsurface deformation layer at a sliding speed of 3.87 m s·1 was higher than that at 
a sliding speed of2.32 m s·1. The main reason for a thicker layer at a higher sliding speed 
was that lubricant was depleted more quickly. At lower electrical current, the thickness 
of the subsurface deformation layer for the lubricated electrical sliding was much smaller 
than for the dry electrical sliding. This could be explained by the fact of a lower 
coefficient of friction with lubricated sliding. As electrical current increased, the 
difference in subsurface layer between the lubricated electrical sliding and the dry 
electrical sliding reduced. 
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The subsurface layer was caused by plastic deformation due to sliding, which 
depended on the shear stress due to friction and the yield strength of the Cu-15vol.%Cr 
composite. The shear stress was proportional to the friction force and the yield strength 
of the composite was related to temperature. For dry electrical sliding, according to the 
previous discussion in 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, the friction force (coefficient of friction) 
decreased with increasing electrical current and the bulk temperature increased with 
increasing electrical current. Since the pin was softened by increased temperature and 
arc melting on the surface, the plastic deformation was more limited near the sliding 
surface. Thus, the thickness of the subsurface deformation layer decreased with 
increasing electrical current because less shear stress due to friction was applied and the 
plastic deformation was more concentrated on the softened layer. For lubricated 
electrical sliding, both the coefficient of friction and the bulk temperature increased with 
increasing electrical current. Therefore, the thickness of the subsurface deformation 
layer increased with increasing electrical current. 
4.4.2 Effect of Electrical Sliding on Microhardness 
The refined layer due to the electrical sliding had different hardness than that of 
the original Cu-15vol. %Cr for both dry electrical and non-electrical sliding. Figure 40 
(a) shows the variation of microhardness with the distance from sliding interface for the 
Cu-15vol.%Cr slid without an electrical load, under a normal pressure of0.31 MPa and 
at a sliding speed of 4.16 m s·1. The microhardness of the composite after dry non-
electrical sliding did not change significantly. The highest microhardness was 220 HV. 
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Figure 40. Variation ofmicrohardness for the Cu-15vol.%Cr with the distance from the 
sliding interface after dry sliding for 60 min under a normal pressure of 0.31 :MPa and at 
a speed of 4. 16 m s-1, (a) non-electrical sliding; (b) electrical sliding under a current of 
50 A 
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Figure 40 (b) is for the composite tested under a normal pressure of0.31 MPa, at 
a sliding speed of 4.16 m s-1, and under an electrical current of 50 A. Significantly higher 
microhardness was measured within an area up to 30 ~tm from the worn surface. The 
microhardness decreased rapidly with increasing distance from the sliding surface until it 
was lowered to that of the bulk material. The higher micro hardness obtained from the 
area close to the worn surface is attributed to a different microstructure caused by the dry 
electrical sliding. The harder microstructure may be formed by oxidation, localized arc 
melting, and mechanical alloying of melted Cu-1 Svol. %Cr with the wear debris and the 
back transferred materials from the steel disk. 
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Figure 41 shows the variation of microhardness with the distance from the sliding 
interface for the lubricated electrical sliding under a normal pressure of 0.62 MPa, at a 
sliding speed of3.87 m s-1, and under an electrical current of 50 A. The highest micro-
hardness was measured in the refined layer very close to the sliding interface and then 
hardness was leveled to that of bulk material. The refined layer was thinner under the 
lubricated electrical sliding and hardness was not as high as that under dry electrical 
sliding. 
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Figure 41. Variation of micro hardness for the Cu-1 Svol. %Cr with the distance from the 
sliding interface after lubricated electrical sliding for 60 min under a normal pressure of 
0.62 MPa and at a speed of 3.87 m s-1. 
4.5 Wear Mechanism of Electrical Sliding 
During the electrical sliding, different material removal mechanisms were 
introduced, such as arc melting and arc erosion. The electrical arc emitted from the 
interface eroded both the composite pin and the steel disk. Figure 42 shows the arc 
eroded surface of the Cu-15vol.%Cr pin after dry electrical sliding for 60 min under a 
normal pressure of 0.31 MPa, at a speed of 4.16 m s·1, and under an electrical current of 
50 A. Features of erosion pits and cracks caused by arc melting and arc erosion existed 
on the worn surface. 
Figure 42. Electrical arc eroded surface of the Cu-15vol.%Cr, after dry electrical sliding 
for 60 min under a normal pressure of0.31 MPa, at a speed of 4.16 m s·1, and under an 
electrical current of 50 A. Arrow shows the sliding direction. 
A thick film was developed on the worn surface. SEM micrographs in Fig. 43 
show three different surface areas on the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite after dry 
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electrical sliding for 60 min under a normal pressure of 0.31 MPa, at a speed of 
4.16 m s-1, and with an electrical current of 40 A. Figure 43 (a) shows an arc melting 
characteristic and a thick film over the worn surface. Deep arc erosion pits can be 
observed on Fig. 43 (b) with some dendrite-like structure. No plastic deformation feature 
on the worn surface can be observed from Figs. 43 (a) and (b). The surface was covered 
by a thick layer formed as a result of arc erosion, melting and sliding. In the area shown 
in Fig 43 (c), wear debris were attracted onto the worn surface and plastic deformation 
could be seen. 
Figure 43. SEM micrographs of the Cu-15vol.%Cr, after dry electrical sliding for 60 min 
under a normal pressure of 0.31 MPa, at a speed of 4.16 m s·1, and under an electrical 
current of 40 A. (a) surface crack; (b) arc eroded pits, and ( c) wear debris attached on the 
surface. Arrow shows the sliding direction. 
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Figure 43. (Continued) 
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Figure 44 shows the wear debris collected from a dry electrical sliding test under 
a normal pressure of0.31 MPa, at a speed of 3.33 m s·1, and under an electrical current of 
30 A. The wear debris were molded into a polymeric matrix before polishing. Spherical 
droplets and wear debris of irregular shape were shown in the microphotograph. The 
wear debris had a microstructure similar to but was less extensively deformed than that of 
the refined layer. The spherical droplets had a dendrite-like microstructure that is 
consistent with what was shown in Fig. 43 (b). 
Figure 44. Wear debris collected from a dry electrical sliding test under a normal pressure 
of0.31 MPa, at a speed of3.33 m s·1, and under an electrical current of 30 A. 
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Figure 45 shows the arc eroded sliding tracks on a steel disk after dry electrical 
sliding for 60 min under a normal pressure of0.31 MPa, at a sliding speed of 4.16 m s-1, 
and under an electrical current of 10 A. The same features as those on the worn surface 
of the Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite can be observed, i.e., arc melting and arc erosion 
pits. However, plastic deformation and plowing can still be observed from the micro-
photograph (near the right edge in Fig. 45). 
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Figure 45. Electrical arc eroded wear surface of the hardened steel disk, after dry 
electrical sliding for 60 min under a normal pressure of 0.31 MPa, at a speed of 
4 .16 m s-1, and under an electrical current of 10 A. Arrow shows the sliding direction. 
The bulk temperature rise caused by frictional heating, plastic deformation, Joule 
heating, and arcing would soften both the Cu-15vol. %Cr pin and the steel disk. Because 
the thermal conductivity of Cu-15vol. %Cr is higher than that of the AISI 52100 steel 
disk, the highest temperature would lie in the side of the steel (McNab, 1980). 
Examination on steel disks after wear tests indicated that a deeply cut and severely 
oxidized sliding track existed on the steel disks. The degree of plowing increased with 
increasing electrical current and the steel was transferred to the worn surface of the 
composite pin. 
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When an electrical current was applied across the sliding interface, arc erosion 
occurred and temperature increased drastically. As a result, both the composite pin and 
steel disk were softened, which resulted in a lower coefficient of friction and a decreased 
thickness of the subsurface deformation layer. Because of the arc erosion, the steel disk 
was severely eroded and significant number of steel particles were back transferred to the 
composite pin during dry electrical sliding. A hardened surface layer was formed on the 
composite, which was composed of refined composite structure, oxides, wear debris, arc 
melted droplets and steel particles. Because of the hardened layer, the wear rate of the 
composite decreased with increasing electrical current whereas the steel disk was deeply 
cut on the sliding track. 
Under lubricated electrical sliding, the composite was damaged or worn in a way 
similar to dry sliding. However, because the coefficient of friction is much lower at 
lubricated sliding and the lubricant film provides protection from oxidation, the degree of 
damage on both the composite and the steel disk is much less. When electrical current 
was increased, the bulk temperature increased. As a result, the effectiveness of the 
lubricant is reduced significantly. Consequently, the thickness of the subsurface 
deformation layer and the wear rate increased with increasing electrical current. 
Conclusions 
The following conclusions were made from the study of electrotribological 
behavior of deformation-processed Cu-15vol. %Cr in situ composite. 
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( 1) The average coefficient of friction decreased with increasing electrical current 
under dry conditions. However, the average coefficient of friction increased with 
increasing electrical current under lubricated conditions. The lubricated electrical sliding 
had much lower coefficient of friction than dry electrical sliding. 
(2) On dry electrical sliding, there are no significant effects of normal pressure 
and sliding speed on coefficient of friction. Under lubricated electrical sliding, the 
coefficient of friction decreased with increasing normal pressure, but it did not change 
significantly with sliding speed. 
(3) Both static and dynamic interfacial contact resistances decreased slightly with 
increasing normal pressure. The dynamic interfacial contact resistance decreased with 
increasing electrical current. The openness of circuit decreased with increasing normal 
pressure, increased with increasing sliding speed and electrical current. 
(4) The bulk temperature increased with increasing electrical current for both dry 
and lubricated conditions. 
(5) The non-electrical wear rate of the composite increased with increasing 
normal pressure and decreased with increasing sliding speed. Electrical wear rate 
decreased with increasing electrical current under dry electrical sliding, whereas wear 
rate increased with increasing current under lubricated electrical sliding. Lubricated 
electrical sliding had a much lower wear rate than dry sliding. 
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( 6) The effects of normal pressure and sliding speed on wear rate of the composite 
under both dry and lubricated electrical sliding are dependent upon the level of electrical 
current. 
(7) The sliding-induced subsurface deformation occurred not only in the sliding 
direction but also in the lateral directions perpendicular to the sliding direction. The 
complex deformation mode was revealed clearly by the morphological change of the 
ribbon-like filaments. Experiments showed that the frictional forces produced a lateral 
flow that was largest at the surfaces of the specimen. 
(8) The thickness of the subsurface deformation layer increased with increasing 
normal pressure and sliding speed under dry non-electrical conditions. Thickness of 
subsurface deformation layer decreased with increasing electrical current under dry 
conditions, whereas the thickness increased with increasing electrical current under 
lubricated electrical sliding. 
(9) SEM analysis showed plastic deformation flow on the worn surface and 
illustrated that the surface deformation flow was affected by wear particles back 
transferred onto the surface on dry non-electrical sliding. 
(10) A hardened surface layer was observed after electrical sliding, which 
consisted of refined structure, oxides, back transferred steel and arc eroded droplets. The 
hardened surface layer and less damage on the subsurface layer were accounted for 
reduction in wear rate as electrical current was applied. 
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